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WHO WE ARE

We make it possible for owners of

small and medium sized

businesses to automate areas

that need to be managed well 
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WHAT WE DO

Prides ourself on the commitment

to creating simple and effective

solutions for various and varied

types of companies , providing

Cloud-based software solutions for

almost all kind . 
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WHY IT MATTERS

Dramatically lower IT related

expenses such as administration ,

support , infrastructure needs ,

application licensing , and training

requirements . 

Mega Solutions 

3F One Central Building 

164 Oxford Road  

Sacramento , CA 95820 

ADDRESS

+1-916-555-0130 

+1-916-555-0137 

PHONE

www .megasolutions .com

E-MAIL

Global    ERP 
Solutions

We'd love to work with you, so

don't hesitate to get in touch.

Turrent & Cameron Consultants LLC 

401 E HILLSIDE RD 

LAREDO, TX 78041 

sales@blaxhe.com 

www.blaxhe.com 

www.turrent-cameron.com 

CONTACT DETAILS

WHAT CAN WE DO  
FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Based on a deep understanding of the

client’s business, we combine strategic

ability with a passion for technology and

creative thinking to supply real business

development for the needs of today and

tomorrow, integrating solutions to

streamline, automate and link the different

departments and divisions of an

organization such as HR, IT,CRM ,

finance, sales, customer service,  product

lifecycle and manufacturing management.

BLAXHE ERP system serves as the hub

whose network of solutions pump vital

nutrients to all areas and functions of the

organization to keep them in tune and in

good working condition

IN THE MEANTIME YOU RUN 

YOUR BUSINESS WE RUN YOUR 

DATA TO IMPROVE YOUR 

DECISIONS

https://youtu.be/I6HcofBv70Q


Business Insight

Our multi-national leadership team

brings together a deep well of experience

in business management, offshore

outsourcing, technology and results-

driven service delivery. 

Reliability 

BLAXHE ERP arrangements the best

practice business to mitigate the risks of

downtime and lost productivity to give

full peace of mind. 

Leadership Engagement

Leaders are heavily engaged at all stages

of the client lifecycle to ensure objectives

are met, goals achieved and the

value/cost ratio is always in the client’s

favour. 

BUILDING  MODERN-DAY 

CONNECTIONS

No hidden costs

Simply ensures costs are consistent

Service Excellence

Our support teams are 100% focused on

helping our clients to optimise their

offshore capabilities to achieve strategic

goals. 

We give you the best solutions

 Shared expertise approach on clients

Because the software matters



Improve data quality and 

accessibility

BLAXHE unified database is the predominant

feature that connects the various levels and

departments of an organization. With a single

source for data that is automatically collected,

consolidated, organized and analyzed (largely

without human input), you get accurate and

reliable information to guide decisions.Our

ERP systems allow you to control and set user

permissions so that only the right people can

access the right data anytime they need to.

With our BLAXHE ERP software cloud hosted

and featuring multi-device compatibility, your

people can access data remotely while on the

go. 

Improve visibility

The unified and centralized functional

structure of our ERP application provides

transparency and visibility into your business.

An example is monitoring the status of your

inventory levels even on a daily basis, letting

you know current and incoming inventories, so

you can precisely manage your working capital. 

Improve reporting and planning

An organization with smoothly running units

that work optimally together redounds to

lower costs and improve efficiency. Our ERP

software is a unified platform of applications

and tools that can dramatically lower IT related

expenses such as administration, support,

infrastructure needs, application licensing, and

training requirements since users need only to

learn one system rather than numerous

separate applications. Acquiring our ERP suite

requires considerable budgetary outlay, but

you’ll find in the long run that your overall cost

savings will outweigh your investment. 
Improve collaboration
Another result of readily accessible data and

company-spanning information is better

collaboration. Our ERP platform simplifies the

collaboration process among teams and

employees by giving them on-demand access

to data across units in the organization. 

Improve supply chain management

Our ERP platform can boost your supply chain,

making it more responsive through better

demand forecasting, enhanced inventory

management, efficient procurement, among

others. A well managed supply chain opens

opportunities for manufacturing innovations

and helps reduce costs. 

Improve customer satisfaction

Our ERP application manage numerous

functional areas such as CRM, HR, financial

accounting, e-commerce and others. All these

are placed under the ERP umbrella to

ultimately provide your customers the best

experience and utmost satisfaction when

dealing with your business, products and

services. 

Reduce time and effort
Our ERP software automates tasks and

processes thereby greatly reducing time, effort

and resources spent on daily, repetitive manual

activities. This frees up employee time to focus

on other revenue enhancing tasks.

Furthermore, our ERP promotes the adoption

of industry best practices on company-wide

level to further bolster productivity. 

Facilitate regulatory compliance

These are a direct result of having a single

source of information. You can quickly

generate any kind of reports – financial, sales,

operational, inventory, procurement,

administrative, etc.  

Reduce costs

Our ERPs facilitate processes for regulatory

compliance by combining secure and

validated data with built-in reports. ERP

software aids in producing information

required by federal, state and local regulatory

bodies. 

Facilitate data unification
The lifeblood of modern businesses is data, and

our ERP software is designed to handle, process,

analyze, manage and unify data across

functional units and multiple systems in an

organization. An important aspect to data

handling is having a central repository of

information which our ERP facilitates, allowing

you to control and determine who can see, edit

and share data to ensure its integrity, accuracy

and consistency. 

Facilitate standardized and 

simplified business

Our ERP systems are built around proven

business processes and best industry practices

which help you deliver effective and consistent

results. Since ERP software automates most

business activities, it aids in eliminating errors,

facilitates planning and reporting, and bolsters

synergy of processes among departments. 

For further information please

contact our local office 

 sales@blaxhe.com

www.blaxhe.com


